
Backup Power Policy of GIFT Power Company Limited 
 
 

1. Consumers having business such as Data Center, Hotel, Hospital which 
require 100% back up power are allowed to create their own backup 
power infrastructure at their own premises as per their own requirement at 
their own cost. GIFT PCL will check only statutory compliance of the 
installations. 
 

2. GIFT PCL can develop centralized or cluster centric LT DG set infrastructure 
for backup power based on consumer backup power demand, if found 
technical feasible.  
 

3. To avail the facility of DG backup power, consumer is required to apply for 
the same.   
 

4. Capital expenditure for backup power arrangement will be incurred by 
GIFT PCL and the same will be recovered proportionately from consumers 
availing backup power facility based on contract demand. 
 

5. Operation and maintenance of backup power arrangement will be done 
by GIFT PCL and O&M cost will be recovered proportionately from 
consumers availing backup power facility based on contract demand. 
 

6. Recovery of Capex and O&M cost for backup power arrangement is 
based on sharing of actual cost of development and running the 
infrastructure. Policy is based on No-profit No-loss principle. 
 

7. All environmental related compliance shall be done by GIFT PCL for 
centralized LT DG infrastructure. 
 

8. No SLA are signed with any consumer, however regular testing of backup 
power system is carried out in presence of consumer’s representative. 
 

9. Recovered capital expenditure cost is one time cost and non-refundable. 
 

10. Contract demand of backup power shall not be reduced before 2 (two) 
years from the date of release of backup power. 
 



11. In case of reduction of backup power contract demand, the same 
capacity may be allotted to other demand. In case of extension of backup 
power demand once again, consumer has to apply afresh and follow 
process for new demand. 
 

12. In case of reduction of backup power contract demand, capital 
expenditure cost shall not be refunded, but O&M cost will be reduced 
proportionately to new backup power contract demand from approved 
date. 
 

13. If consumer is shifting the location of premises within GIFT city, only cost of 
connecting the new infrastructure shall be charged from existing consumer. 
If consumer is shifting out of the GIFT city, capital infrastructure cost shall not 
be refunded. 
 

14. Capital expenditure cost shall be reviewed from time to time based on 
actual cost incurred in development of infrastructure and the same shall be 
revised after due process of approval from competent authority. 
 

15. O&M cost shall be reviewed annually, based on actual expenditure and 
the same shall be revised after due process of approval from competent 
authority.   
 

16. The following are the details of the charges for the year 2020-21: 
 

a. Capital cost of LT DG backup infrastructure is Rs. 16,050/- per kVA (in 
DTA area) and Rs 13,600/- per kVA (in SEZ area). 

b. Monthly fixed O&M cost of DG backup system excluding GST is Rs. 
88/- per kVA. 

c. Monthly fuel cost (variable cost) will be recovered from consumer 
based on actual DG running hours. The variable cost will be divided 
proportionately among the consumers depend upon their backup 
power demand. 

 


